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Energy & climate in China

• Largest emitter 28%  
• CO2 emissions in China has 

increased by 3.7 times in 2018 
compared to 1990, at 11.3 Gt CO2

• Climate change a concern

• Air pollution  
• Coal based economy, 57%

• Climate impact & adaptation

• Peak emissions before 2030 
& carbon neutral 2060
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China’s energy mix 2019



Air pollution driver: a shift in energy policies

• Energy revolution 2013/2014
• Air pollution 

• 13th FYP for Energy Dev. (2016-2020) 
• 1st Binding goal for coal consumption: not exceed 58%

• Carbon market launched
• Additional tool to address air pollution & emissions
• Power sector

• Renewables
• 2018 China: 43% of the global renewable power capacity
• World leader in production of solar panels (66%); and 1/3 wind)

• But challenges abound:
• Diverging interests Centre versus provinces 
• Coal is abundant
• Institutional set-up favours coal
• Decentralisation of authority to approve new coal-fired power plants

• Coal viewed as safe fuel: energy security
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Climatic changes in China
• China vulnerable to CC

• Henan province floods 2021

• ‘Blue paper’ 蓝皮书 August 2021: 
• Temp increase 0.26C per decade between 1951 and 2020

• Annual precipitation increasing trend

• Report: latest science and policy options from state-
appointed experts

• The warming of the climate system continues, 
• and the risk of extreme weather and climate events is further 

increasing

• 4th national report on CC is under way….

• China has experienced considerable warming
• Retreating glaciers in the Tibetan Plateau ‘3rd Pole’

• Climate risk at centre of China’s CC policy

• Adaptation and mitigation equal emphasis in FYPs 

• China Meteorological Administration
(CMA) (‘Blue Paper’ launched  Aug 2021

• The 3. national report on CC, Launched at 
COP21, Paris 2015

http://click.revue.email/ss/c/OQbyc5-kvSZ05Su11whOJTd-7IylHfkTJOuIO1iLbO_DIvvnKnXV1QLEVZ4J4urFq16ys1RW4MMy87kzRgWYDpsarcjv-e4OeTIwi1HAOhX5M50IkrOrsvtXAtDX0EDi6zL5ORciojvR4_yq2SJCD0GV02SVKOGWbF3ZqXampVc/3ee/fNYkDAhwRHKoE8xYbcqEvA/h8/f-aG0DiZABAb8eSIjkLbNy6D0NizbF3FSdcQflYHMJQ


Timeline China‘s key climate policies 2020/21

Apr 2021Dec 2020

Carbon neutrality
Coal restriction

policy

-CO2 intensity per 
unit GDP: 65% 
from 2005 levels
-Non-fossil share
25%

Strictly limit coal
consumption in the
14th FYP & phase
down in 15th FYP

-Peak emissions
before 2030
-Achieve carbon
neutrality by 2060

Sep 2020

2030 climate goal

Nov 2021 COP26 
Glasgow

Spring/Autumn 
2021

-Carbon peak neutrality
leading group
established
-Xi announces end 
finance overseas coal
plants
- Framework for carbon
peak and neutrality
(1+N)



Institutional & policymaking 
• CPC & Central government

• Approve/set energy and climate policies

• Ministries play into process
• MEE, NDRC,

• MEE (Ministry of Ecology and Environment) 
• 2018 governmental reshuffle, climate portfolio 

take-over from National Development and 
Reform Commission (NDRC)

• In 2021 reversal of policy:
• Lead efforts of dual carbon targets was 

returned to NDRC
• Heads high level carbon peak neutrality leading

group established 2021
• NEA (National Energy Admin.) responsible for 

energy sector
• MEE still in charge of national carbon market

• Provinces & key stakeholders in policy 
development & implementation. 
• Inner Mongolia, Shanxi, Shaanxi account for 

approximately 2/3 of China’s coal
production

• SOEs play a role in shaping energy and 
climate policies

• China Electricity Council (CEC), 
• the industrial body that looks after power 

utility interests, 

• State Grid, the influential network 
operator, traditionally lobby for coal.

• But, also plays a role in investing in and 
deploying f.ex. charging piles for NEVs
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http://www.sgeri.sgcc.com.cn/html/sgeri/col1080000035/2019-07/17/20190717082856912865153_1.html


Subnational: implementation in provinces
• Policies decided at centre: 14t FYP, sectoral 

plans etc
• Local levels are expected to implement the 

policies set by the central government
• Targets are divided among the provinces 
• Different development levels in provinces

• Challenges in Coal producing provinces
• Socio-economic & employment issues: 

• 5 million coal mining jobs in 2016, + more 
in the sector

• High coal consumption: Shandong 382m 
tons and Germany 217 m tons in 2018

• Shanxi province
• heartland of coal mining industry , coal 

dependent economy  facing great pressure 
from the central government 

• per capita GDP at low levels

• Stimulus package of $430 billion 
following covid was no new green 
deal… 
• Stimulus no new green deal…

• Provinces earmarked investments account 
for half the country’s CO2 emissions

• Steel output rise by 10% Jul-Sep 2020
• Steel largest consumer of coal, source of 

air pollution

• Recent electricity crunch has seen increase 
in coal production



Subnational: Carbon market
• China decided to establish a carbon 

market as part of its 12th FYP (2011–
2015) 

• Market mechanisms to play a role –
departure from command and control policy

• Xi Jinping announced launch in 2017. 
• Seven pilots launched in 2013 and 2014 to 

gain experience for use in the national ETS

• ETS one of several policies to address
carbon emissions

• Subnational local governments crucial to 
reach targets, but different levels of
efforts and interest. 

Source: Swartz, Jeff (2016); China’s National Emissions Trading 
System: Implications for Carbon Markets and Trade 



Subnational: Cities push green development
• Ca. 50% of global electric car fleet in China 

(2020)  
• 4.5 million electric cars in China in 2020 
• 1.2 million new registrations
• New-energy vehicles (NEV) sales rose by 13% in 

2020; 
• IEA EV Outlook 2021

• China’s cities introcuded EV promotion
policies
• Parking, carging, purchase,

• Tesla production in Shanghai 2019
• 22,292 Model 3 vehicles in the month of 

October

• Shenzhen (12 mill. pop.): 
• 100 % electrified bus fleet (16,000 vehicles)
• 12,518 taxis; reached goal of 100% by 2020

• China is a clear leader in renewable energy 
employment worldwide, 

• 40% of the world’s total

• Employment is picking up:
• Renewable energy jobs amounted to appr 4.4 million
• PV workforce amounted to 2.2 million jobs and wind 

employment at around 518 000 jobs

• Continued focus on Wind and solar 

• PV deployment are picking up rapidly and are 
expected to grow by 36% and 20% respectively 
in 2020

• charging facilities in the next four years (battery 
electric, plug-in hybrid and fuel cell, large data 
centres, 5G infrastructure

• New Energy Vehicle Industry Development Plan 
2021-2035 (State Council)



SUMMARY
gheggelund@fni.no

• Policy comes from the centre
• Implemented on subnational level

• Subnational sometimes more 
ambitious

• Subnational sometimes a challenge 

• High level political attention

• New climate goals in 2020/2021

• 2030 carbon peak & 2060 carbon
neutrality goal ‘game changer*

• 1+N Framework : planning and 
action plan

• Sectoral & provincial FYPs important



THANK YOU
gheggelund@fni.no

Further reading on China’s energy and climate policies:

- Heggelund, Gørild 2021. China’s climate and energy policy: at a turning point? International Environmental Agreements: 
Politics, Law and Economics, https://doi.org/10.1007/s10784-021-09528-5

- Jon Birger Skjærseth, Andresen, Steinar, Bang, Guri and Gørild Heggelund 2021. The Paris Agreement and key actors’ 
domestic climate policy mixes: Comparative patterns, International Environmental Agreements: Politics, Law and Economics, 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10784-021-09531-w
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